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Introduction 

The question as to whether Christianity is a social institution can be answered with an               

equally appropriate question: Is The Pope Catholic? The pervasiveness of Christian belief is             

manifested in its constant presence in various moral debates circulated by the media. However, a               

substantial subset of Christian belief turned to action has largely gone undetected by the global               

population and policymakers alike. Faith-based organizations, or FBOs, have immense          1

influence on the political, educational, and medical landscape of Sub-Saharan Africa. As stated             

by then World Bank President James Wolfensohn, “half the work in education and health in               

sub-Saharan Africa is done by the church...but they don’t talk to each other, and they don’t talk                 

to us.” Despite the observed dearth of communication and recognition, there has been much              2

speculation and questions surrounding the motivation for and role of FBOs’ medical endeavors             

in Africa. South Africa, the of the most powerful African nations, reported in its 2001 census that                 

80% of South Africans identified as Christian. This therefore merits investigation into the             3

indisputable overlap between the disciplines and accompanying paradigms of Christianity and           

medicine.  

 

1 Oliver, Jill, et al., “Understanding the roles of faith-based health-care providers in Africa: review of 
evidence with a focus on magnitude, reach, cost, and satisfaction”. Lancet, 386 (2015): 1765.  
2 Wolfensohn, James, as quoted in Ibid. 
3 Cabrita, Joel and Erlank, Natasha. “New histories of Christianity in South Africa: review and 
introduction”, South African Historical Journal, 70, no. 2 (2018): 309.  
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In this essay, I will explore the role of medical services in the Christian conversion               

process in various Sub-Saharan African communities. I will begin by using the response of              

faith-based organizations (FBOs) to the HIV/AIDS pandemic to frame the discussion of            

conversion. Following this, I will transition into descriptions of traditional and missionary beliefs             

of health and spirituality as to illuminate the origins of the current religious state of Sub-Saharan                

Africa. At this point, I will introduce and dissect the concept of using illness as a recruitment tool                  

for both religious communities and FBO work. I shall then conclude this investigation with an               

analysis of the practices of the Zion Christian Church to demonstrate how medicine was not only                

used to convert, but continues to be a tool to mold and adapt Christian to an ever changing                  

African cultural landscape.  

HIV/AIDS Engagement by Religious Communities  

In pastoral care there is this idea that ministers are pastoral figures, they also              

represent the presence of God in themselves. And what they say is at times taken               

with that understanding that they represent the prayers of God. The common            

language in community is men of God or women of God. When the man of God                

speaks, when the woman of God speaks, people listen.  4

 
The ability of faith-based organizations (FBOs) and churches to address a variety of             

social and medical injustices present in African communities lies in using pre-established            

infrastructure and workers to respond to a new issue. Moreover, in the case of any labor                

4 Reverend Herbert Moyo, “Bringing back hope”: how faith-based responses to HIV and AIDS differ from 
secular responses”, Interview by Simpson, Deborah. African Journal of AIDS Research, 17, no. 2 
(2018):180. 
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shortages, congregation members are often willing to volunteer their help as a manifestation of              

their faith. The promotion of morality and acting compassionately, in conjunction with the fact              5

that the workers are usually members of other local communities, aids in acceptance of their               

services to a far greater degree than some government or international organizations.   6

Global recognition of human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immunodeficiency       

syndrome (HIV/AIDS) in the 1980s gave birth to the enormous humanitarian effort which we              

continue to see today. Though recent estimates report that 20% of HIV/AIDS organizations are              

faith-based, , involvement by the church was substantially delayed as a result of reluctance to              7 8

start the awkward conversation around sexual practices, specifically condom use and           

extra-marital relations. Labelled as “sinners” by the church, those with HIV/AIDS were largely             9

ignored until it was realized by these organizations that the conversation on AIDS could be               

directed away from an individual’s shortcomings of sexual morality to greater institutional woes             

such as gender inequality, poverty, and human rights violations.   10

It is crucial to mention early in this discussion that in the present day FBOs and secular                 

NGOs are not diametrically opposed, nor are FBOs and talk of sexual practices. In my research I                 

have found that understanding the key players in the HIV/AIDS state is highly dependent on the                

branch of Christianity from which the FBO stems (i.e. Pentcostal, Catholic, Protestant, African             

5 Taylor, Nigel. “Working Together? Challenges and opportunities for international development agencies 
and the church in response to AIDS in Africa”, Teddington, TEARFUND Briefing Paper No.7, 2006.  
6 African Religious Health Assets Programme (ARHAP), “Appreciating assets: the contribution of religion 
to universal access in Africa” (Cape Town, World Health Organization, 2006).  
7 Olivier, Jill et al. “ARHAP Literature Review: Working in a bounded field of unknowing”, ARHAP (2006).  
8 Morgan, Rosemary et al. “Aligning faith-based and national HIV/AIDS prevention responses? Factors 
influencing the HIV/AIDS prevention policy process and the response of faith-based NGOs in Tanzania”, 
Health Policy and Planning, 29 (2014): 314. doi:10.1093/heapol/czt018. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Okaalet, Peter. “The Role of Faith Based Organizations in the Fight Against HIV and AIDS in Africa”, 
Transformation,19, no.4 (2002): 275.  
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Initiated Churches, etc.) and even then, there is huge variability in perspectives between             

members of an FBO or church.  

The difference between secular organizations and FBOs is now much less about the             

conversation itself and more so how it is framed. FBOs and churches do not explicitly address                

sexuality, but also do not actively avoid it. Instead they choose to promote services to enhance                

the quality of life, such as medical, psychological, and spiritual support groups; home care              11

services; soup kitchens; and income generating activities. As stated by Archbishop Steven            12

Breslin: 

... the faith-based response is always more personal and treats people as people and tries to know                 
the person, know the personal struggles, the family situation, the economic situation and so on. ...                
A government intervention I think would just deal with the practicalities, the medical side.              
Whereas I think the church would try at least to look at it more holistically. And that the church                   
would certainly try to accompany the person as much as possible in dealing with various issues, so                 
not simply a person going in to get the drugs and then going home again but that there would be                    
more of an accompaniment, particularly through the home-based care system where we try to say               
that you don’t just go there for a particular issue, talk to people, discuss with them, hear what their                   
problems are.  13

 
In differentiating the secular response from that of FBOs, there is also an emphasis on               

prevention through Christianity-centered methods. As explained in an interview with former           

Hope Africa Collective staffer Petrina Pekoe: 

 

 

 

 

11Burchardt, Marian. “‘We are saving the township’: Pentecostalism, faith-based organizations, and 
development in South Africa”, The Journal of Modern African Studies, 51, no.4 (2013): 631. 
www.jstor.org/stable/43302041. 
12 Ibid. 636.  
13 Breslin, Stephen. “Bringing back hope”: how faith-based responses to HIV and AIDS differ from secular 
responses”, Interview by Deborah Simpson. African Journal of AIDS Research, 17, no. 2 (2018):179. 
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The secular response is talking to the disease. The secular response in a big way is dealing with 
the after-effects after you’ve got the disease. So, it’s the curative that the secular is seen to a big 
degree. I’m saying as a church, what the church’s response can be is while they’re doing curative 
let us then be on the other side making sure that it doesn’t happen in the first place. That is what 
we should be preaching. That is the message we should be giving. And we really have a very, very 
big role. I’m not asking the priest to know about what your blood cell counts must be, etc. let’s 
leave that to the secular or the curative. But let’s talk here about raising the awareness, keeping it 
on the radar for everyone, making sure our young people during confirmation camps, and bible 
studies, etc. it is there, doing bible study around HIV and AIDS. Let’s keep it as a priority and do 
the prevention and the education.  14

The respondents in this particular set of interviews were in general agreement about the              

responsibility of religious leaders to preach of prevention, but as previously mentioned,            

the level of comfort around talking about AIDS’ mode of transmission was the greater              

source of dichotomy. Some thought that pastors should address the illness with sermons             

of monogamy, proper family values, and the importance of living in the same house, but               

rarely reference HIV/AIDS directly. Similarly, another suggestion asked for premarital          

counseling, where again, the importance of fidelity would be emphasized. Others thought            

that it was time for pastors to find new ways to preach about the dangers of HIV due to                   

concerns about message fatigue from members of the community. Another respondent           

questioned whether the church should even be involved in the conversation if many of the               

leaders can not even speak to their own sexuality.  15

This last challenge brings into question the degree of efficacy of the current Christian              

prevention model. Studies imply that the actual influence of Christian teachings on sexual             

activity in youth is very little, if at all. Pentecostal and Catholic churches are the most prominent                 

proponents against condom usage, for the fear that it will only encourage the sins of pre-marital                

14 Pekoe, Petrina. “Bringing back hope”: how faith-based responses to HIV and AIDS differ from secular 
responses”, Interview by Deborah Simpson. African Journal of AIDS Research, 17, no. 2 (2018):178. 
15 Simpson, Deborah. “Bringing back hope”: how faith-based responses to HIV and AIDS differ from 
secular responses”, African Journal of AIDS Research, 17, no. 2 (2018):180. 
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sex and promiscuity. In studies of the subject, there is little consistency in the data as to condom                  

usage, level of sexual activity, and number of sexual partners in religious populations, though              

none have found a strong correlation to religiosity and safe sexual practices. Given the              16

questionable efficacy of these prevention studies, we must now ask: if the church has little               

bearing on members’ prevention decisions of a serious disease, what is the actual role of religion                

on the lives of congregation members? 

The role of religion therefore appears to be one of comfort. Using the same logic as the                 

Catholic tradition of confession, the church serves as a constant reminder to congregation             

members that they can be forgiven, and as physical reassurance of their efforts to live a good life.                  

This belief is best explained by Reverend Paul Germond in his discussion of death in the time of                  

HIV/AIDS:  

The church took enormous strain dealing with just the load of burials. The overload on the 
Saturday because Saturday is a big burial day in the townships, and Wednesdays were taken up 
with burials as well. That really if there was a labour of love in the HIV AND AIDS crisis from 
the churches side was to bury people...And you see a lot of people turn to God and to the church in 
their last days. I think that’s one reason the church spends so much time with dying people is 
that’s when a lot of people face the fact that they want to resolve this part of their lives and they 
feel that’s an important thing to do. And so I think certainly the church here in Africa that has been 
absolutely critical in the face of the HIV AND AIDS pandemic. And I think that has actually 
changed people’s attitudes towards HIV AND AIDS, the fact that it’s okay to be buried by the 
church. If the church buries you then you can’t be that bad a person. Then that undermines some 
of the stigma.  17

 
 
 
 
 
 

16 Mash, Rachel and Mash, Robert. “Faith-based organizations and HIV prevention in Africa: a review”, 
African Journal of Primary Health Care and Family Medicine, 5, no. 1 (2015): 2-3.  
17 Germond, Paul. “Bringing back hope”: how faith-based responses to HIV and AIDS differ from secular 
responses”, Interview by Deborah Simpson. African Journal of AIDS Research, 17, no. 2 (2018):180. 
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Indigenous Perceptions of Health and Medicine in the Pre-Imperial Times 
 

I was interested to find, among the Bahaya in Central Africa, that their verb “to               

heal”, okutamba, also means“to sacrifice”.  18

 
Now that I have written of the efficacy, belief systems, and activities of modern religious               

institutions, I shall now move to describe traditional and missionary medicine. Though this paper              

is not a complete review of the history of Christianity and medicine in Sub-Saharan Africa, it is                 

important to detail the two main belief systems which gave rise to the modern state. The point in                  

including these sections is to aid in delineating, as clearly as possible, the remarkable similarities               

and few differences between the two paradigms, with the hope that the vestigial traits present in                

current FBOs will be elucidated.  

Prior to the influence of missionary medicine in Sub-Saharan Africa, Zulu religiosity,            

which is to some extent representative of Bantu religions as a whole, dictated the existence of a                 

high-god (uNkulunkulu, “the great one”; or uMvelingquangi, “the one who emerged first”) as a              

Creator figure. However, Heavenly figures (i.e. inkosi phezulu, “Lord of Heaven”) are arguably             

better developed, described, and integrated into the Zulu belief framework. Faith in sky-gods,             

another example being Inkosazana, or the embodiment of spring, is largely in reference to              

reliance on weather to sustain Zulu agricultural lifestyle, with both of the aforementioned deities              

supposedly acting through the pious behavior of their followers to bring about favorable             

outcomes. Undoubtedly to an equal or even greater degree of importance within Zulu spirituality              

18 Sundkauer, Bengt G.M. Bantu Prophets in South Africa, (London, Oxford University Press, 1961): 221. 
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is the role of Amadlozi, or the spirits of ancestors. Regarded as responsible for overall wellness;                

the occurrence of sickness, death, or bad luck is therefore viewed as a manifestation of               

displeasure on the part of Amadlozi .  19

Making amends with uMvelingquangi or Amadlozi requires enlisting a traditional healer           

to both access the power of uMvelingquangi and deliver instructions on how to restore harmony               

within the community. Most commonly, this restorative force is given in the form of either               

medicine as made by the healer, or through the creation of an environment in which               

uMvelingquangi can manifest within the person/community. Due to their role of a medium for              

uMvelingquangi and Amadlozi and specializing in traditional medicine, inyanga, the healers, are            

also foundational in decisions concerning social cohesion and customs . The power of Amadlozi             20

in Zulu culture is further demonstrated by an additional designation of the similar, but              

functionally different, isangoma. Though both inyanga and isangoma are conduits of the will of              

Amadlozi, the distinction between the two lies in the role of an isangoma to be inherited, and                 

even more so, the isangoma’s primarily diagnostic role as opposed to the herbalist function of an                

inyanga . 21

Though spirituality and spiritual leaders without a doubt mediate social cohesion in            

African communities, it is also important to note the family structure which creates the nature of                

social cohesion within the communities in the first place. The denotation of family includes              

nuclear family and consanguineous connection, but within the African scope, family is            

considered as those in a social network, and with whom a person has a mutually beneficial                

19 Bengt G. M. Sundkauer, Bantu Prophets in South Africa, (London, Oxford University Press, 1961), 
19-20. 
20 Washington,Kevin. “Zulu Traditional Healing, Afrikan Worldview and the Practice of Ubuntu: Deep 
Thought for Afrikan/Black Psychology”, The Journal of Pan African Studies, (2010): 26-28.  
21  Sundkauer, Bantu Prophets, 23-24. 
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relationship when in need of economic and social support. As this system is widespread              

throughout the community, these relationships build to create institutions which exert social            

pressure and determine social law .  22

The Missionary Medicine Paradigm 

Many missionaries then believed that faith and prayer was sufficient to insure            

native health—a statement that may today cause a skeptical lift of brows. Medical             

missionaries were expected in that day to be first preachers, then medical men, if              

time remained for that.  23

When explaining what drew him to missionary medicine, Dr. James B. McCord writes, “Except              

for a religious background, it’s hard to explain today why I was among them. I had scant zeal for                   

‘converting the heathen.’ And though my reading had acquainted me with the backwardness of              

African natives, I saw Christianity as a means of advancing them to a better way of life rather                  

than as an end in itself”. Although the description of “backwardness” would no longer be               24

correct today, the use of the word encapsulates the attitude missionaries took towards their work;               

there was hope that they could enlighten native Africans, and aid in their transformation to               

modern global society.  

Yet Dr. McCord’s relatively liberal and rare testimony stands in stark contrast to the              

methodology of Dr. Paul White, who embodies the teleological approach McCord alludes to:             

upon “curing” a boy’s malaria through God’s will, Dr. White is told by the family, “Bwana, we                 

22 Ankrah, Maxine E. “The impact of HIV/AIDS on the family and other significant relationships: The 
African clan revisited”, AIDS Care, 5, no.1(1993):6.  
23 McCord, James B. My Patients Were Zulus, (New York, Reinhart & Co., 1951), 26.  
24 Ibid., 20.  
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see in his recovery the hand of God. We know now these ways are much better than our Gogo                   

customs. We want to learn more about Jesus”.   25

The sickness which the missionaries sought to cure was of the body, but even more so of                 

the soul. Initially, curative strategies were largely rooted in the idea that “any Godly person who                

understood the rudimentary principles of hygiene and sanitation was in a position to bring health               

to the ‘native’ by cleansing their bodies with soap and their minds with the Gospel”. Important                26

to note in this religion-centered “healing” is the fact that missionaries themselves did not lay               

claim to far superior medical treatment than traditional medicine, and therefore could only             

establish hierarchy through strength of faith. It wasn’t until the creation of the Edinburgh              

Medical Missionary Society in 1841 that medical treatment resembling the modern form became             

associated Evangelist missionaries. With the shift, medical services became distinct activities           

within religious missions, and were further emboldened with advances in western medicine.  27

The paternalistic approach of missionaries introduces a paradox which continues, though           

to a lesser extent, to permeate missionary medicine. The act of helping others through medicine               

is noble, but there is a disregard for the cultures under which the conditions being treated have                 

existed and continue to exist. In his case study of missionary Dr. Neil Macvicar, Martin Lunde                

notes that “there is no reason to question Macvicar’s concern for his patients and their               

well-being,” but continues to illustrate the moral ambiguity inherent in missionary medicine            28

through Macvicar’s journal entries:  

25 White, Paul. Jungle Doctor, (London, Paternoster Press, 1951), 25-31.  
26 Hardiman, David. Healing Bodies, Saving Souls, Medical Missions in Asia and Africa,(Amsterdam and 
New York, Clio, 2006), 11.  
27 Jennings, Michael. “‘Healing of Bodies, Salvation of Souls: Missionary Medicine in Colonial Tanganyika, 
1870s-1939”, The Journal of Religion in Africa,38 (2008): 27-56.  
28 Lunde, Martin J. “North Meets South in Medical Missionary Work: Dr Neil Macvicar, African Belief and 
Western Reaction”, South African Historical Journal, 61, no.2 (2009): 341-342.  
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It was further evident that the Native people as a whole were sadly ignorant of the laws of health, 
that certain preventable [sic] diseases were spreading among them and causing untold misery and 
that literally nothing was being done to show them how to combat these diseases. The idea too that 
disease and death are often the result of the malign influence of a neighbour who has bewitched 
the sufferer, had still a great hold over the minds of the Christian Natives ...  29

Beyond reasons of overt institutional racism, this hegemonic practice of medicine was            

encouraged by colonial governments, for example the British South African Company in            

Zambia, because it was viewed as an effective pacification tactic at no extra cost to the ruling                 

party. Similar to Macvicar, Dr. Walter Fisher, a surgeon at Kalene Hospital in Zambia, believed               30

that “evangelical medicine possessed the power not just to cure the ills of African societies but                

also to weaken their medical belief systems, which he regarded as an obstacle to Christian               

proselytisation.” During their stay and course of treatment, patients in Fisher’s hospital would             

simultaneously undergo a spiritual treatment regimen, which entailed “a linear progression from            

embracing the mission’s therapeutic system, with its Christian ideology, to abandoning existing            

medicine together with its associated beliefs and practices”.  31

 
Illness as a Spiritual Recruitment Tool 

 
I could not get rid of them, nor could the witchdoctor, nor my relatives, but you                

did with your little knife, and behold, I understood how Jesus could take away my               

sin, the cataract of the soul...you preached better with your knife than your             

tongue.  32

 

29 Macvicar, Neil. The Victoria Hospital, Lovedale, The Christian Express (1908): 206.  
30 Kalusa, William T. “Missionaries, African Patients, and Negotiating Missionary Medicine at Kalene 
Hospital, Zambia, 1906-1935,” Journal of South African Studies, 40 (2014): 287-288.  
31 Ibid., 287.  
32White, Paul, Jungle Doctor, (London, Paternoster Press, 1951), as quoted in Jennings, Michael. 
“‘Healing of bodies, salvation of souls’: Missionary medicine in colonial Tanganyika, 1870s-1939”. Journal 
of Religion in Africa, 38, no. 1 (2006): 28.  
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The state of being ill makes one extremely vulnerable, not just to other bodily harm, but                

emotionally and spiritually as well. The idea of possibly facing your own mortality, or at least                

threats to your existence and future well-being is difficult to come to terms with and is often, as                  

mentioned in the previous section, when people turn to religion for comfort and salvation. For               

lack of a better word, capitalizing on a person’s illness as a method of conversion is not an                  

unfamiliar idea—illness has always been a part of humanity—and from a purely            

conversion-focused standpoint, it is a smart decision. There is something to be said for the ethics                

of using the misfortune of another to further a cause, but the concept of conversion itself is                 

inherently paternalistic. It therefore does not aid this analysis to bring this into consideration,              

because I ask questions along the lines of how the conversion took place, not question whether it                 

should have happened at all.  

On the part of FBOs and churches, the introduction to conversion appears to roughly              

follow the outline an observation, such as bringing to a person’s attention the amount of people                

who are sick in their village. This is then followed by the presentation of Christianity as a sort of                   

panacea, a way in which both both spiritual and material desires can be addressed. The case for                 33

for allowing religion to become a central part of life is only furthered by ample physical                

evidence. Modern churches, particularly African Initiated Churches (AICs) claim to achieve           

miracles through faith-healing (described in greater detail in the next section) , and both FBOs              34

and past missionary medicine endeavors are/were well-funded enough to bring Western           

medicine, not to mention other social programs, to previously inaccessible communities; all of             

33 Prince, Ruth et al. “Introduction to Special Issue, Negotiating HIV/AIDS, Health, and Social Relations in 
East and South Africa”, Africa Today, 56, no.1(2009): 10.  
34 Mashabela, James K. “Healing in a cultural context: the role of healing as a defining character in the 
growth and popular faith of the Zion Christian Church”, Church History Society of South Africa, (2017).  
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this was claimed to be done through the grace of God. The reasoning is best simply explained by                  

Sundkauer in Bantu Prophets: “the usual answer to the question as to why a person has joined a                  

Zionist church is: ‘I was ill. They prayed for me. Now I am well.’”  35

The first section’s Reverend Germond, in his mention of stigma, touches upon the final              

key component in understanding conversion efforts. The stigma associated with AIDS, or for             

that matter any disease, is due to the belief that illness arises from displeasure on the part of a                   

higher being. The presence of this stigma, when combined with the outward image of the               36

church’s belief in acceptance, is another powerful tool with which religious organizations are             

able to recruit new members. Therefore what has set the individual apart from society is readily                

accepted as prescribed by a belief which dictates equality for the ill. Moreover, this can be made                 

into an us versus them argument: we (the members of the faith) accept you as you are, and in                   

becoming a member of the community, you are morally superior to those who previously              

shunned you because you have accepted God into your life.  

 
The Reimagination of African Identity and Christianity 

‘A little less Presbyterianism, a little less Anglicanism, a little less Lutheranisn 
(not to speak of all the other larger or smaller South African isms) would do no 
harm, and a little more Africanism would do a great deal more good. Christianity 
must lose its European form and colour, it must become as African a religion to 
the Africans as it is to-day a European religion to the Europeans.’  37

 
Though the impact of FBOs’ accessibility and the use of western medicine as proof of the                

power of Jesus Christ should not be understated, one of the most impactful tenets of Christianity                

is the emphasis on the interconnectedness between the body and the soul. Though health was               

35 Sundkauer, Bengt G.M, Bantu Prophets in South Africa, (London, Oxford University Press, 1961): 220. 
36 Ibid., 19-20. 
37 Jacottet, E. in Ibid., 31. 
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used as a gateway for conversion, it is also the view of many FBOs that maintaining one’s health                  

is a deeply Christian concept because “the Christian Gospel deals with embodied spirits, not with               

disembodied ghosts’”. The observation from a Church Mission Society (CMS) staff member            38

also touches upon this idea of wholeness in stating one of the main beliefs of CMS, that bodies                  

are not just vehicles, but “‘reflective persons needing to be understood.’”  39

This assertion of this specific teaching of Christianity brings into question which seems             

to be absent in previous literature. Is it possible that the uptake of connecting the body and soul                  

contributed to the new form of social cohesion evinced by modern day churches? Perhaps this               

paradigm shift led to a difference in the way individuals saw their own bodies, and in turn, the                  

relationship of their bodies to others. Similarly, teaching of “a whole man” redefines personhood,              

which itself could lead to altered perceptions of acceptance and humanity. A myriad of other               

questions could be generated from this inquiry (though they are outside the limits of this               

investigation to speak to at length) could speculate whether the effect of this was overshadowed               

by the inequalities, and the subsequent movements against them, perpetuated by colonial            

governments.  

The degree to which this question can be answered given current literature is uncertain.              

However, it is worthy to note the change in African identity that occurred as a result of the                  

oppression by colonial governments and increasing racial tensions within the colonies.           

Ultimately, redefining the African identity, regardless of the conditions, resulted in the creation             

38 Orchard, Ronald K. To-morrow’s Men in Africa. London: LMS, 1948., as quoted in Hughes, Rebecca C.
“‘Science in the Hands of Love’: British Evangelical Missionaries and Colonial Development in Africa, c. 
1940–60”, The Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History, 41, no. 5 (2013):830.  
39 Garlick, Phyllis as quoted in Ibid. 
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of the African Initiated Churches (AICs) which feature prominently in the religious landscape of              

Sub-Saharan Africa today.   40

Based off John Alexander Dowie’s Christian Catholic Apostolic Church and founded by            

Dowie follower Eugenas Barnabas Lekganyane, the largest of these AICs, the Zion Christian             

Church (ZCC), boasts by some estimates more than 3 million followers. Headquartered in Moira,              

South Africa, the ZCC members are found in both urban and rural areas and make up the                 

majority of Africans in the population who are members of AICs. Echoing Pentecostalism, the              41

ZCC’s main message advocates deliverance from an unforgiving and unfavorable world through            

the power of The Holy Spirit. Allan Anderson recognizes that the success of the ZCC is also                 

derived from its similarities with African Pentecostalism:  

One of the reasons for the remarkable growth of Zionist churches in South Africa and Pentecostal 
types of AIC in other parts of the African has been their ability to adapt themselves to the African 
context. Pentecostalism itself is inherently adaptable—the vibrancy, enthusiasm, spontaneity and 
spirituality for which Pentecostals are well known and their willingness to address problems of 
sickness, poverty, unemployment, loneliness, evil spirits and sorcery directly contributed to their 
growth.  42

 
This adaptability, the ability of this form of Christianity to nestle within the African context, is                43

not necessarily novel when considering Christian recruitment. As stated by Dr. McCord: 

 
In visiting heathen kraals I often had to diagnose without asking questions, simply because the 
witch doctors did and the Zulus were accustomed to the method...To be classed with a witch 
doctor is deflating to a white doctor’s pride. But failure to understand the native viewpoint could 
make the most skilled physician useless in Zulu practice.  44

 

40 Sundkauer, Bantu Prophets, 29.  
41 Kruger, Martinette and Saayman, Melville. “Understanding the Zion Christian Church (ZCC) Pilgrims”, 
International Journal of Tourism Research, 18, no. 1(2016): 29.  
42 Anderson, Allan H. “Lekganyanes and Prophecy in the Zion Christian Church”, Journal of Religion in 
Africa, (1999): 3.  
43 Ibid., 3.  
44 McCord, My Patients Were Zulus, 68.  
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A colleague of the aforementioned Dr. Walter Fisher, Dan Crawford, wrote in his book Thinking               

Black that unsuccessful conversion attempts on the part of missionaries was due to the “policy of                

make-believe” which dictated condemnation of native practices in exchange for little if no             

understanding of reasoning. Due to his relatively radical belief at the time that African people               

possessed equal intelligence to white missionaries, Crawford theorizes that successful integration           

of Christianity in African communities would involve rebranding existing customs as those            

“consecrated to the Lord”.  45

Yet in a mystifying contradiction, Zionists reject both traditional medicine as advocated            

by Zulus and western medicine, which is encouraged as a treatment option by many FBOs. The                46

developments in the ZCC’s belief system bares resemblance to the missionary distrust and             

disgust of traditional Zulu medicine, in the face of the ZCC’s assertion of being an independent                

entity from conventional Christianity. In another contradiction, the reverence given in traditional            

Zulu spirituality for ancestors is in a way discounted in reference to the Zionist’s dismissal of                

“heathen Zulu society.”   47

Given the contradictions in the belief framework, yet the immense popularity of the             

church, that one could view the ZCC as the ultimate proof of the imagination of Christianity in                 

the African context. Both in structure and in healing activities, the ZCC and traditional              

medicine/communities are remarkably similar, save that the former is under the guise of             

Christianity. Prophets in the ZCC serve similar roles to an inyanga or isangoma in their abilities                

and responsibility to speak with God and relay these messages to the people. Prophetic healing is                

45 Crawford, Daniel. Thinking Black: 22 Years Without a Break in the Long Grass of South Africa, 
(London, Morgan and Scott, 1912).  
46 Sundkauer, Bantu Prophets, 226.  
47 Ibid. 
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conducted by faith healers, umthandazi, through symbolic objects (mohau), or in the most             

common form of faith healing, through the use of blessed water to symbolize cleansing of the                

soul.  48

Mohau can also consist of tying cords around the body to rid it of impurities, ingesting                

large amount of salt to cleanse the stomach of excess bile, and pricking the body of impure                 

blood. As noted above, the treatments appear conceptually the same as the shunned traditional              

medicine practices, but these, because they are condoned by the ZCC, are embraced by church               

members. As proclaimed by a parishioner:  

I believe that one can be healed or delivered by the use of symbolic objects—I believe that with all                   
my heart. Even though I cannot explain how it happens, one thing I know is that people have                  
troubled us at my place many times. After taking perhaps a cord or some water, we find that no                   
further trouble occurs, and we are delivered in that way. Sorcerers are afraid of a person who                 
prays—so when you pray for an object like a cord, or you pray for water and sprinkle it around                   
your house—when the sorcerers come they just see the glory of God. They find you with the cords                  
that you have prayed for. I know these people are afraid of prayer. How the power is transferred                  
from the cord or the water to the place that is paining, or how the water scares the sorcerers away                    
from your place—that I cannot really explain, but it works!  49

 
Conclusion 

Though sub-Saharan Africa has an extensive history of being posed as a haven for 

missionary organizations, the emergence of the HIV/AIDS pandemic brought fresh necessity to 

the services FBOs offered and inspired even more to engage with social injustices on account of 

their faith and willingness to share it with others. Yet the reaction generated by HIV/AIDS only 

echoes past efforts to treat other diseases, or illness in general as an opportunity to impose 

Christian ideals. Originating with missionary medicine and having developed into faith-based 

organizations, the framing of sickness as a sign of moral deficiencies and of religion as a panacea 

48 Mashabela, James K. “Healing in a cultural context: the role of healing as a defining character in the 
growth and popular faith of the Zion Christian Church”, Church History Society of South Africa, (2017): 7.  
49Anderson, Allan H. “Lekganyanes and Prophecy in the Zion Christian Church”, Journal of Religion in 
Africa (1999): 307. 
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has achieved both spread of improved medical care and generated multiple generations of ardent 

Christians.  

In Sundkauer’s conclusion to Bantu Prophets, he makes uses the phrases “selective 

conservatism” and “selective giving” to describe the relationship between Africans and 

missionaries, respectively. On the part of Africans, “selective conservatism” details how they 

only embrace customs, the so called “gifts” from “selective giving,” that fit nicely into their 

current belief framework without vast social upheaval.  Although Sundkauer made these 50

observations over half a century ago, they remain accurate today in the context of modern FBOs. 

Africans are constantly introduced or present to the physical and emotional comfort brought by 

these organizations, and as a result, and exposed to the Christianity which motivates it. The eager 

acceptance of this faith is initially from the physical evidence (medicine) of God, but on a deeper 

and consistent level it is due to, as Sundkauer alludes to, the similarities drawn through medicine 

to connect the two belief systems.  

It wasn’t just the reimagination of the African identity that results from exposure to 

Christianity. The Zion Christian Church is arguably the strongest evidence that Christianity too 

expressed conservatism. The arrival of missionaries, armed with medicine but even more 

importantly their faith, set into motion the transformation of bodies and minds, but led to the 

creation of an independent institution which has both molded itself to all facets of African 

society, and which ultimately rivals traditional Christianity itself.  

 

 

 

50 Sundkauer, Bantu Prophets, 296.  
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